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Introduction

Table 1

This report trill deicrlbe a system uaed to atudy
the behavior of SLAC high powered klystrons operating
with a twice normal pulse width of S us.' At present,
up to eight of the klystrons instillsd along the accel
erator can be operated with long pulses and monitored
by this system. The report will also discuss sons of
the iccent findings and investigations.
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MASTER
Fault Condlti an

Average klystron beam current
low
RF drive attenuator position
Inserted
Long recycle
Active
Waveguide vacuus
High
nigh voltage supply current
Bign
Bid of line clipper averaged
fault Detection
current
High
Bad of line clipper pulae current High
The modulator-klystron protection logic was de
Thyraeron trigger current
High
signed to provide performance monitoring, protection,
Klystron bean voltage pulse
High
and fault detection during normal klystron operation.
Klystron bean current pulse
ttlgfe
Effectively evaluating long-pulse operation requires
Klystron forward RF power
Lew or narrow pulse
signals not provided by this standard equipment. The
Klystron reflected RF power
High
new signals must be capable of responding within nicro- Forward RF power from SLE» cavity Low or narrow pulse
seconds thereby enabling the detection of single pulae
Reflected RF power from load
High
faults (those which affect only one pulae of electrons). RF drive level
Low or narrow pulse
Suae of the fault and status signals that were found to
provide the Boat information on klystron and modulator
operation are presented In Table I.
conds (Interpulse period at ISO ppe). It oust also re
An interface chassis was designed that provides
cord the duration of the fault state. Finally lc oust
Isolation, level translation, buffering, and latching
be able to digitize S us pulses with reasonable resolu
of the existing status and fault data. It also pro
tion.
vides for monitoring six new signals. This Interface
supplies as output llx buffered analog signals, eigh
Hardware Specification
teen digital status signals, and a trigger algnal that
occurs approximately .5 microsecond prior to the klys
CAMAC was chosen to interface the signals to the
tron pulse. Typical circuits are shown in Fig. 1.
computer, This choice was made because all Che func
tions necessary to satisfy the diti acquisition requi
Data Acquisition Requirements
rements ate readily available from "off-the-shelf"
CAMAC equipment. The fault and status signals arc con
The data acquisition system must detect specified
nected to standard digital input modules. Analog sig
faults and save all pertinent data within 5.6 nlllisenals are digitised with six high speed, analog-"1
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Typical circuits tor each of eight data acquisition packages
• work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SF00515.
1 Also involves lowering the maximal pull* repetition rate from J60 to ISO pulses par second.
t Cocputer Automated Heeeursaant and Control.
(Contributed to the l » l Farticla Accelerator Conference, Washington, D.C.. Harch 11-1}, I M 1 . )

digital converters providing six-bit conversions at
.2 us Intervals. These results are stored in a 256
word memory in each digitizer. Overall control of the
data.acquisition process is provided by a LSI 11^ mi
crocomputer. -The peripherals include four aerial com
munication ports, a floppy disc, and a CAHAC controller
interface. Long-term operation of the floppy disc in
the set.ax instrumentation alcove would be unreliable
due to heat and dust. Therefore, che floppy disc is
used only to load the program memory or save the cur
rent operating conditions. Functions of data storage,
analysis, and display ate handled by a computer system
located in the 5LAC Main Control Center (HCC). The
MCC computer used is a P W ll-3t . it provides for
complete control of the analysis programs through the
use of a touch panel. Figure 2 Is a block diagram

for that event. If a fault condition existed for a
klystron during the preceding pulse, further data is
not recorded for that klystron until the signal returns
to normal condition, thereby making it possible to de
termine the time it tskes for a fault to clear.
The packet of Information transmitted to the com
puter in HCC is composed of the status information,
mask information, any data acquired through the linked
lint, and the time, to the nearest .1 s e c , that the
data was recorded. This data is stored on disk in MCC
and can be reviewed via a touch panel. The touch panel
provides waveform displays and summary report functions.
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Fig. 2.

ResulLs
The testing to date has provided some unexpected
results. Breakdown of the output RF pulse occurs at a
much higher rate than previously suspected. This con
dition seewi t« exist even during short pulse operation
and manifests Itself as beam instability. The origin
of the beam instability was hidden by an Inability to
defect single pulse RF faults. Ve ate currently con
ducting a study in which klystron voltage, pulse
length, and pulse repetition race are varied. This
procedure should indicate an optimum set of operating
conditions for the present system. Examples of faulted
and normal RF pulse waveforms are shown in Fig. 3.
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Arrangement of equipment.

outlining hardware location and interconnection.
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The software was designed to allow the data ac
quisition process to be redefined with a minimum of ef
fort. The discussion that follows will outline the
data structure and present briefly now it is used. It
also describes the two ma^or microcomputer Tout ices.

Tig. 3. Two pulses recorded
by a high-speed digitizerConclusions

Data Structure
Eight arrays provide the data structure for the
microcomputer programs. The information stored in
these arrays provides ordered lists of data necessary
for acquiring, identifying, and atoring data. The
flexibility of system configuration. Is provided prima
rily by a list of pointers; a linked list that permits
an arbitrary arrangement of sequential operations to
be specif ltd easily,

This system is a useful tool for the analysis Df
klystron behavior and because of this, certain aspects
may be Incorporated into future klystron monitoring and
protection improvements. Usefulness has been directly
relator to configuration flexibility. Reassignment of
high-speed digitizers and mask revisions can be made in
a matter of minutes. Overall, the systen has been very
useful In monitoring operational trends and in guiding
effcrts to laprove klystron operation.

Monitor Program
The monitor allows local control, modification,
and tasting of the data acquisition aystem. Functions
include listing and editing of the data structure,
starting and stopping of the tat* acquisition process,
and testing of individual CAHAC modules.
Data Acquialtion Program
The dig!citing process is activated by a klystron
trigger signal. Approximately Si,2 u* later, high
speed digitlcer module memories fill, and the computer
is interrupted. The interrupt routine reads the status
information f^o* the eight digital input modules and
masks off signsIs that ire to be ignored for the test.
If, however, an "urauaksd" fault condition exists for
s particular klystron, the linked list In the data
structure Is used to determine the data to be recorded
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